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Boot.s
16/17

Boots Uniquely Designed To Fit Any Feet With A Focus On
Comfort, Performance, And Built To Last.
With our new 16/17-snowboard boot collection we have
focused on making the world´s most comfortable boots that push
performance, weight, innovations, and fit levels past the industry
standard. Working together closely with our team riders to produce
boots that offer enough support, response, and foothold for their
pro-level of riding while making them comfortable enough for
the weekend warrior to enjoy season after season has been our
main goal. We are proud to announce we have developed a new
sole for unbeatable durability and shock absorption, VIBRAM®
ICETREK OUTSOLE with D3O® SHOCK ABSORBTION. We have
also upgraded our liners by adding an even more comfortable
performance liner called the new D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD
10 LINER, which we have equipped with our new ORTHOLITE®
TRIPLE DENSITY FOOTBED for all day charging comfort. It´s a
new season, filled with new innovations, boot models, and comfort
performance technologies, with the trusted reliability and durability
that Nitro has always offered for decades.

.11 LOW DENSITY
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LAZY RECOVERY FOAM

X-40 HIGH REBOUND

OrthoLite Lazy Recovery Foam conforms to the
foot creating a comfortable, custom fit. When
you remove your foot from the boot, the Lazy
foam instantly rebounds to its original shape.

Pushing for a foam technology with higher
rebound properties, OrthoLite developed the
X-40 High Rebound formulation. This first of its
kind foam boosts the elasticity rating to over 40
percent and is ideal for footwear used in high
impact sports.
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Developed to provide a high performance,
lightweight foam option, the OrthoLite .11
density foam is ideal for footwear products that
can benefit from a resilient, drier, and healthier
liner.

NEW ORTHOLITE FOOTBEDS
Together with OrthoLite, the World’s Leading Supplier of Open-Cell Foam Insole Technology, we have
developed new footbeds in dual and triple density versions for different levels of support and comfort:
OrthoLite compresses less than 5% with excellent levels of shock absorption and energy return.
Fit and comfort inside the boot will remain consistent for the life of the OrthoLite product.
The unique open cell structure of OrthoLite also creates a moisture management system
inside the boot by moving moisture away from the foot leaving foot drier. When the f
oot is removed from the shoe any remaining moisture dries very quickly due to the
airflow allowed by the open cell network in the foam.
OrthoLite contains a patented anti-microbial formulation to fight fungus,
bacteria, and odor. The biocide is added during formulation so that
it is linked to the foam and will not wear off or lose effectiveness
over time. The Aegis anti-microbial treatment is EPA and FDA
approved.
OrthoLite is extremely lightweight providing optimum
performance and without adding excess weight to
the boot. OrthoLite is completely washable and
will not hydrolysize. Just throw them in your
washing machine and they come out
like new.

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF ICETREK VIBRAM® COMPOUND AND D3O® DAMPENING
Developed to provide improved grip on icy and snow surfaces, enhanced with supreme dampening properties from the new D3O® dampening pad.
VIBRAM® ICETREK COMPOUND allows you to move more freely in cold climates, while the D3O® material provides the shock absorption and
dampening you need for any conditions or riding styles. VIBRAM® ICETREK COMPOUND is usable in all seasons, it represents the best solution for
everyday condition encountered from the Equator to the North Pole. The softness allows the compound to adhere to smooth surfaces and to support
aggressive draws to improve traction on challenging terrain. In conjunction with sole designe that utilizes small pointed lugs and a large supporting
surface. VIBRAM® ICETREK COMPOUND with D3O® DAMPENING allows you to move with confidence and comfort season after season.
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D3O TECHNOLOGY
D3O® is a smart material that moves slowly
and increases comfort when in a normal state,
but when shock or impact is increased the
materials lock together to absorb and disperse
energy created upon impact, before instantly
returning to its flexible state. What this means
is that the material increases overall comfort
of the liner by absorbing impact from deep
landings or choppy snow conditions – allowing
you to go faster and deeper all day!

TLS 5 Twin Lacing System
Nitro is leading the pack with the TLS 5 lacing
system: Easy lace engagement and release,
combined with the low abrasion of our
Dyneema® laces are the key factors of this
highly reliable zonal lacing system. At the same
time, the TLS 5 features compact size and low
weight while maintaining the reliability proven
by tens of thousands of days on the mountain.
Even though rarely needed, servicing and
replacement of all parts including the lace is
easier than with any other system on the market.
Even using a standard lace if you‘re in a pinch
is an option only available on Nitro‘s TLS boots.
Easy-entry handle storage pockets as well as
our Bail Out system for an easier entry and
exit round off the most developed dual lacing
system on the market.

NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER
Another innovation from your friendly developers at Nitro: The
new RE/LACE Liner Locker provides easy adjustability of your
inner boot lacing when your boot shell is already tightened
(tied), by just pulling up on the lace handle. This allows you to
(re)tighten your liner and foothold throughout the day (on and
off the chairlift) without having to untie you boot.
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LINERS OVERVIEW

LINERS OVERVIEW

NEW Cloud 10 Liner

Cloud 6 Liner

NEW Cloud 9 Women’s Liner

Our premium liner combines the best technology in foothold, comfort, warmth, and dampening properties. The ultra lightweight Thermacell material provides featherweight comfort,
while the new TRIPLE DENSITY ORTHOLITE FOOTBED provides ultimate comfort and fit.
Equipped with our new ENHANCED D3O TECHNOLOGY for supreme dampening and
shock absorption properties for comfort and support for hard landings, bumps, no matter
how cold or warm it is. Designed to provide maximum performance while upholding world-class comfort. Heat moldable.

Our Cloud 6 liner is ultra comfortable and highly flexible. Molded from lightweight Thermacell material, this liner provides all-over cushioning for maximum impact absorption.
Featuring our internal lacing system and molded Latex heel pads for infinite heel fit and our
flex toe construction for a highly customized feel. Heat moldable.

Our new high end Cloud 9 Women´s specific liner was developed to offer undisputable
precision, comfort, and warmth for the ladies who desire the best. The new RE/LACE LINER
LOCKER allows for all day fit customization without unlacing your boots; tighten your boots
throughout the day anyway on hill. Molded from Pre-Molded Thermacell materials for a
featherweight comfortable fit. This liner provides all-over cushioning, support, and fit from
our new DUAL DENSITY ORTHOLITE® FOOTBED with D3O TECHNOLOGY. The dampening properties of this sure fitting liner are enough to make you want to go bigger, longer,
and never take them off. Heat Moldable for maximum customization, obviously.

PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER: for a snug and easy to operate closure
ILS POWER STRAP: for a snug top closure
HI-HEEL FRAME: more response and a precise fit
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
DIRECTIONAL NON-SLIP HEEL GRIP LINING: keeping your feet where they belong
NEW TRIPLE DENSITY ORTHOLITE® FOOTBED: for ultimate control and cushioning
NEW ENHANCED D3O TECHNOLOGY: absorbs energy and keeps your ankles protected

PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
LO-HEEL FRAME: more flex and a precise shape
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER (FOX model): for a snug and easy to operate closure
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
NEW DUAL DENSITY ORTHOLITE® FOOTBED (Fox): top notch control and cushioning
DUAL DENSITY FOOTBED (Venture): for zonal support and dampening

Cloud 3 Liner

PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
COMFORT PANELS: women’s specific shape in the cuff area
HI-HEEL FRAME: more response and a precise fit
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER: for a snug and easy to operate closure
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
NEW DUAL DENSITY ORTHOLITE® FOOTBED: top notch control and cushioning
D3O TECHNOLOGY: for energy absorption in the ankle area

Our flagship liner combines ultra lightweight Thermacell material with comfort and fit.
Our signature latex heel pads provide lifetime heel fit, while the clutch tongue makes boot
entry and exit easier. The Cloud 9 liner features an additional power strap for a snug fit on
top and a triple density footbed with air bag for maximum cushioning and comfort. Heat
moldable.
PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
ILS POWER STRAP (only SELECT): for a snug top closure
HI-HEEL FRAME: more response and a precise fit
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER: for a snug and easy to operate closure
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
DIRECTIONAL NON-SLIP HEEL GRIP LINING: keeping your feet where they belong
NEW TRIPLE DENSITY ORTHOLITE® FOOTBED (Select): ultimate support and comfort
NEW DUAL DENSITY ORTHOLITE® FOOTBED (Team): top notch control and cushioning
D3O TECHNOLOGY: for energy absorption in the ankle area

PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
COMFORT PANELS: for a precise fit without pressure points
LO-HEEL FRAME: more flex and a precise shape
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
DLS Direct Lacing System: featuring Dyneema® loaded low-friction laces for ultimate fit and
comfort.
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
ANATOMICAL FOOTBED: provides shock absorption and comfort

NEW Cloud Liner
Our most versatile and comfortable youth liner provides an unparalleled sure foothold
with its INTERLOCK SYSTEM, and PRE-MOLDED EVA. Developed to keep a growing foot
happy, comfortable, warm, while maintaining the foothold that you need for progression.
Heat Moldable.
PRE-MOLDED EVA: for QUICK FIT
DLS Direct Lacing System: for snug fit and comfort
EVA FOOTBED: provides shock absorption and comfort
NEW INTERLOCK SYSTEM: no heel lift

PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
COMFORT PANELS: women’s specific shape in the cuff area
LO-HEEL FRAME: more flex and a precise shape
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
DLS Direct Lacing System: featuring Dyneema® loaded low-friction laces for ultimate fit and
comfort.
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
ANATOMICAL WOMEN’S FOOTBED: provides shock absorption and comfort

Cloud 1 Women’s Liner
Our Cloud 1 women’s liner is lasted from lightweight Thermacell material with a pre-molded, anatomically shaped tongue for extra fit and support. Heat moldable.

Our most versatile liner, the Cloud 3 combines Thermacell material, molded Latex heel pads
and a Lo-Heel Frame into one lightweight, comfortable package. Heat moldable.
Cloud 9 Liner

Cloud 3 Women’s Liner
Our most versatile liner, the Cloud 3 combines Thermacell material, molded Latex heel pads
and a Lo-Heel Frame into one lightweight, comfortable package. Heat moldable.

Cloud 6 Women’s Liner
Our Cloud 6 women’s liner is ultra comfortable and highly flexible. Molded from lightweight
Thermacell material, this liner provides all-over cushioning for maximum impact absorption.
Featuring our internal lacing system and molded Latex heel pads for infinite heel fit and our
flex toe construction for a highly customized feel. Heat moldable.
PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
COMFORT PANELS: women’s specific shape in the cuff area
HI-HEEL FRAME: more response and a precise fit
LATEX MEMORY PADS: for a life time heel fit
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
DUAL DENSITY WOMEN‘S FOOTBED: for zonal support and dampening

HEAT MOLDABILITY
Our Cloud Liners are constructed from lightweight Thermacell material, using Nitro specific lasts and our signature Latex Heel Pads. This
ensures long lasting fit and comfort without fatigue. While this is not
necessary, all our liners can be thermo-molded (heat molded) for an
even more custom fit. Specific heating system and tools are available.

PRE-MOLDED THERMACELL: for perfect out-of–the box fit
DLS Direct Lacing System: for snug fit and comfort
FLEX TOE: expands for custom toe box fit
EVA FOOTBED: provides shock absorption and comfort

NEW Cloud Women’s Liner
Our most versatile and comfortable girls youth liner provides an unparalleled sure foothold
with its INTERLOCK SYSTEM, and PRE-MOLDED EVA. Developed to keep a growing foot
happy, comfortable, warm, while maintaining the foothold that you need for progression.
Heat moldable for maximum customization
PRE-MOLDED EVA: for QUICK FIT
DLS Direct Lacing System: for snug fit and comfort
EVA FOOTBED: provides shock absorption and comfort
NEW INTERLOCK SYSTEM: no heel lift
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NITRO Boot Tech

NITRO Boot Tech

QLS Quick Lacing System
Why should the smallest shredders not
benefit from advanced boot tech? The
QLS system benefits from all the same
tech features of the TLS, such as thin
Dyneema® loaded laces and a cleat
with optimized metal cleats. The QLS is the
ultimate system for small boots and small
hands: easy to use, effortless and fast.

Air Dampening
Our trusted AIR suspension technology is
now featured on even more models. The
best shock absorbing technology on the
planet sucks up hard landings and keeps
your heels from getting bruised. This
noticeable difference in ride and comfort
does not compromise response or control.

Armored Spine
We are using an anatomically shaped
and 3D molded heel reinforcement to
provide even boot flex and long-lasting
heel fit.

FLEX LINK
A flexible panel between upper and
lower shell ensures an even flexing,
responsive boot without bulk.

RUBBER OUTSOLE:
A highly effective traction pattern,
combined with an abrasion resistant highgrip rubber compound provides perfect
grip, no matter if you‘re hiking up the park
or down the stairs to the bathroom...

VIBRAM® ICETREK COMPOUND:
Developed to provide improved grip on
icy and snow surfaces, Vibram® ICETREK
allows you to move more freely in cold
climates. Vibram® ICETREK compound
will not scratch or damage interior floors
or absorb liquids or dirt, while offering
grip and traction on icy surfaces. Usable in
all seasons, it represents the best solution
for every condition encountered from the
Equator to the North Pole. The softness
allows the compound to adhere to smooth
surfaces and to support aggressive draws
to improve traction on challenging
terrain. In conjunction with sole design
that‘s utilizing small pointed lugs and a
large supporting surface, Vibram® soles
realized in Icetrek Compound allow you
to move with confidence.

EVA Outsole
To reduce weight even more, we are using
full EVA outsoles on selected models.
While keeping weight low, the EVA also
provides great impact absorption and
thermal insulation

EVA Midsole
Used on all boots with rubber outsoles,
the EVA midsole provides cushioning and
thermal insulation.

Rubber Impact Panels
Selected EVA outsoles are reinforced
with strategically placed rubber
reinforcements for added resistance.

THERMINATOR SHIELD
This thermal layer between sole and liner
will reflect your body heat and keep your
feet warm all day.

ILS (Internal Lacing System)
Our ILS system features a lacing harness
firmly connected to the boot shell. This
harness snugly wraps around the liner,
securing it in the shell and providing
precise lacing and fit. Our engineered
ILS laces provide less friction and a
Dyneema® core for added strength.

DLS (Direct Lacing System)
Directly connected to the liner, the DLS
also features Dyneema® loaded lowfriction laces on selected models for
ultimate fit and comfort.

POWER TONGUE STIFFENER
For those looking for adjustable stiffness
throughout the day or season, you can use
our removable tongue stiffener to change
between premium precision or more of
a relaxed feel. From the steep and deep
to the groomers you can customize your
boot feel perfectly for your personal style.

BAIL OUT SYSTEM
Designed to make unlacing the TLS system
even easier. This pull tab that is placed in
the middle of the TLS lacing system on the
outside of the boot allows for effortless
unlacing and recording breaking speeds
for taking your boots off.

NEW INTERLOCK SYSTEM
Developed to help keep the liner heel in
one place and eliminate any kind of heel
slippage or lifting. This ladder unit helps
connect the liner heel to the shell to help
generated the world‘s best foothold. Say
goodbye to heel slipping and hello to all
day comfort and foothold.
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EL MEJOR TLS
Finally Comfortable Performance Is Here

Description

Key Technology

Precision, Response, and Performance is often correlated to
rigid, stiff, and uncomfortable - not the El Mejor. We decided
to develop the most comfortable performance boot on the
market – Introducing the new EL MEJOR TLS. Equipped
with our NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF ICETREK
VIBRAM® COMPOUND AND D3O® DAMPENING, for
maximum traction and dampening attached to a real leather
shell for long-lasting durability. Response, precision provided
by the FLEX LINK DESIGN, while the stiffness of the boot is
balanced with the comfort of our Air Dampening in the sole
and in our new ORTHOLITE® TRIPLE DENSITY FOOTBED.
The highly anticipated D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD 10
LINER provides a foot hold so comfortable and reliable
it feels like you never have to take the boots off – they are
that comfortable. World-class performance, with laidback
comfort!

Boot.s

Characteristics

MEN´S

Chocolate

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF ICETREK VIBRAM®
COMPOUND AND D3O® DAMPENING
EVA MIDSOLE
AIR DAMPENING
THERMINATOR SHIELD
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
NEW D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD 10 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER
NEW ORTHOLITE® TRIPLE DENSITY FOOTBED

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF
ICETREK VIBRAM® COMPOUND AND
D3O® DAMPENING

RESPONSE RATING: 8
US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25.0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13
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SELECT TLS

TEAM / TEAM TLS

Some Boots Are Just Better

Designed For Any Terrain, Any Style, And Any Condition

Description

Key Technology

Description

The most responsive and customizable boot in our line-up
provides you with the support, warmth, and reliability you
need for going bigger, faster, and longer. This year we have
upgraded the Select TLS with a NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE
MADE OF ICETREK VIBRAM® COMPOUND AND D3O®
DAMPENING, for added grip, durability, and all-around
comfort. The combination of the ARMORED SPINE, POWER
TONGUE STIFFINER, and FLEX LINK DESIGN provide
a foothold so reliable you forget you are wearing boots.
Equipped with our D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD 9 LINER with
the world‘s most supportive ORTHOLITE® TRIPLE DENSITY
FOOTBED, because stability and response only matters if you
are comfortable. The Select offers professional performance
with everyday comfort.

Characteristics

Charcoal / Black

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF
ICETREK COMPOUND AND D3O
EVA MIDSOLE
AIR DAMPENING
THERMINATOR SHIELD
ARMORED SPINE
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
POWER TONGUE STIFFENER
D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD 9 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER
NEW ORTHOLITE® TRIPLE DENSITY FOOTBED

Key Technology

For over a decade, this team favorite has destroyed
everything in sight with the ultimate in freestyle comfort
precision. Setting the bar higher season after season, this
year we have introduced our new ORTHOLITE® DUAL
DENSITY FOOTBED in the D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD 9
LINER for improved all day comfort. The NEW VIBRAM®
OUTSOLE MADE OF VIBRAM® ICETREK COMPOUND
and ARMORED SPINE provide unparalleled durability and
sure foothold on and off the board. The boot of choice for
riders like Eero Ettala and Marcus Kleveland, the Team is
legendary for its stacked technology and comfort, with its AIR
DAMPENING, FLEX LINK DESIGN, and THERMINATOR
SHIELD delivering seamless support, comfort, response, and
warmth day after day.

Characteristics
POWER TONGUE STIFFENER

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF
VIBRAM® ICETREK COMPOUND
EVA MIDSOLE
AIR DAMPENING
THERMINATOR SHIELD
ARMORED SPINE
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
D3O® ENHANCED CLOUD 9 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER
NEW ORTHOLITE® DUAL DENSITY FOOTBED

Grey / Black / Orange
RESPONSE RATING: 8-9

Colors

US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25.0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13

Black / Buckskin

Grey / Buckskin

Blue / Black
Eero Ettala Signature Color

Black / Buckskin
Standard Lacing

NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER

RESPONSE RATING: 8
US MEN’S: 7 - 15
MONDOPOINT: 25,0 - 33.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 49 1/3
UK MEN’S: 6 - 14
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VENTURE
BRYAN FOX

VENTURE /
VENTURE TLS

The Most Bad Ass Boot For You Know Who

Comfort From Park To Peak

Description

Key Technology

Description

The Venture is the boot of Choice for Bryan Fox, because it
offers the perfect blend of performance and comfort, while
keeping your feet warm and dry all day. Upgraded from
our standard Ventures with the NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE
MADE OF ICETREK COMPOUND to meet Bryan´s demand
for trusted quality and life long durability Jammed pack with
technology for pushing your personal skills to pro level,
the Venture is the boot for riding faster, dropping larger
cliffs, burlier lines, and riding from first chair to last chair all
season long. Join the Fox and his rattlesnakes this season for
venomous trick progression.

Characteristics

Black

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF
ICETREK COMPOUND
EVA MIDSOLE
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
CLOUD 6 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER
NEW ORTHOLITE® DUAL DENSITY FOOTBED

Key Technology

No other boot has helped progress more riders to new levels
in and out of the park. Offering the perfect blend of precision,
strength, fit, and warmth in a comfortable lightweight
package. The RUBBER OUTSOLE, EVA MIDSOLE, and FLEX
LINK DESIGN provide the ultimate foothold, durability, and
flex, while providing a broken-in feel right out of the box. For
riders looking for a mid level-flexing boot that offers all the
support for hitting the big jump, dropping the biggest cliffs,
and burliest features. Fit and a sure foothold are what make a
great pair of boots great and our CLOUD 6 LINER and DUAL
DENSITY FOOTBED provide just that while keeping your feet
warmer than a pair of Sorels. True Fit and Comfort are just a
step away.

Characteristics

TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM

RUBBER OUTSOLE
EVA MIDSOLE
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
CLOUD 6 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
DUAL DENSITY FOOTBED

Black / Buckskin
RESPONSE RATING: 8

Colors

US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25.0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13

Black

Army

Grey / Red

Black
Standard Lacing

FLEX LINK DESIGN

RESPONSE RATING: 7
US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25.0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13
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ANTHEM TLS

THUNDER /
THUNDER TLS

Built For Real Snowboarders

Lightweight Freestyle Performance

Description

Key Technology

Description

Generations of the best of the best fit, comfort, and
performance technologies build up this bang for your
buck snowboard boot. Channeling years of boot building
expertise has created one of the best do it all snowboard
boots, from burly AK lines to jibbing in the park, the Anthem
delivers. Equipped with our surefooted RUBBER/EVA
OUTSOLE and delivering dreamy comfort in our CLOUD 3
LINER you are guaranteed to enjoy every single turn, ollie,
slide, slash, all year long! No matter the conditions this is the
most dependable boot on the mountain.

Characteristics
RUBBER / EVA OUTSOLE
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
CLOUD 3 LINER
DLS LINER LACING
ANATOMICAL FOOTBED

Chocolate /
Dark Blue

Colors

Black / Gold

Slate

Key Technology

Step into a whole new world of board feel and soft-flexing
support with the lightest boots in the park with TLS 5 TWIN
LACING SYSTEM (quick lacing) performance. If you prefer
the traditional feel of standard lacing, we offer that as well,
because we know how it is to be a park rat. Thunder is a
sound of power and light as air, just like our premier park
boot equipped with RUBBER IMPACT PANELS for durability,
and EVA OUTSOLES for a minimum weight. The CLOUD 3
LINER offers the surefooted fit, response, and comfort you
need for quick feet, sky high presses, and all day impact
absorption. Stay comfortable all day without sacrificing the
durability, support, or foothold your balls to the wall riding
requires.

BAIL OUT SYSTEM

Characteristics

RESPONSE RATING: 6

EVA OUTSOLE
RUBBER IMPACT PANELS
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
CLOUD 3 LINER
DLS LINER LACING
ANATOMICAL FOOTBED

Harvest Gold /
Dark Navy

Colors

US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25.0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13

Black / Dirty Gold
Jon Kooley Signature Color

Port / Silver

Black

Black
Standard Lacing

MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES

RESPONSE RATING: 5
US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25.0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13
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VAGABOND /
VAGABOND TLS

ROVER QLS YOUTH

Because You Can Go Wherever You Want

Effortless Progression With A Comfortable Fit

Description

Key Technology

Description

The new Vagabond boot offers a foothold and warmth that
allows for all day laps no matter the temperature or snow
condition. The lightweight TPR OUTSOLE offers grip for
exploring and getting on and off the mountain with ease,
while the new INTERLOCK CLOUD LINER gives you a
reliable foothold and no heel slipping season after season.
You are a Vagabond if you are looking for an affordable
lightweight snowboard boot that is created with time tested
and pro rider approved technology. Winter is waiting.

Characteristics
NEW TPR OUTSOLE
TLS TWIN LACING SYSTEM
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
NEW INTERLOCK CLOUD LINER
DLS LINER LACING
EVA FOOTBED

Charcoal / Lime

Colors

Key Technology

Designed to help today´s groms become tomorrows pros
with today´s top technologies for support, comfort, and
ease. The Rover delivers unrivaled foothold and response
that young rippers need to help them effortlessly progress into
the boarder they dream of being. The QLS QUICK LACING
SYSTEM, POWER STRAP, and INTEGRATED ACE LINER
provide easy to use technologies and a world class fit, for
all day shredding.

Characteristics

NEW TPR OUTSOLE

Black / Lime
RESPONSE RATING: 4
US MEN’S: 7 - 14
MONDOPOINT: 25,0 - 32.0
EU: 38 2/3 - 48
UK MEN’S: 6 - 13

Colors

EVA OUTSOLE
INTEGRATED ACE LINER
QLS QUICK LACING SYSTEM
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
POWER STRAP
EVA FOOTBED

QLS QUICK LACING SYSTEM

RESPONSE RATING: 2
US KID’S 12.5 - 2.5, MONDOPOINT
18.0 - 20.5, EU KID’S 29 1/3 - 32 2/3,
UK KID’S 11.5 - 1.5
US MEN’S 3 – 6.5, MONDOPOINT
21.0 - 24.5, EU MEN’S 33 1/3 - 38, UK
MEN’S 2 – 5.5

Black

Black
Standard Lacing

Black / Lime
Standard Lacing
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FAINT TLS
You Deserve The Best Of The Best

Description

Boot.s

Key Technology

The Faint TLS women´s specific snowboard boot is
engineered with the latest and greatest technologies to
push the performance limits of warmth, support, and
comfort. This year we added a brand new ORTHOLITE®
DUAL DENSITY WOMEN´S FOOTBED in our new D3O®
ENHANCED WOMEN´S CLOUD 9 LINER for supreme
comfort and foothold. Boarder babes like you deserve the
best in durability and longevity so we have also added our
NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF ICETREK VIBRAM®
COMPOUND AND D3O® DAMPENING to make the Faint
the most durable, cat like traction, and comfortable boot on
the market. The THERMINATOR SHIELD will keep your feet
warm all day long, because what is comfort and support
unless your feet are toasty!
You deserve it!

WOMEN´S

Characteristics
Chocolate /
Buckskin

Colors

Black / Port

NEW VIBRAM® OUTSOLE MADE OF
ICETREK COMPOUND AND D3O
EVA MIDSOLE
AIR DAMPENING
THERMINATOR SHIELD
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
NEW D3O® ENHANCED WOMEN´S CLOUD 9 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
NEW RE/LACE LINER LOCKER
NEW ORTHOLITE® DUAL DENSITY WOMEN´S FOOTBED

NEW VIBRAM® ICETREK OUTSOLE with
D3O® SHOCK ABSORBTION

RESPONSE RATING: 6
US WOMEN’S: 5.5 - 11
MONDOPOINT: 23.0 - 28.5
EU: 36 - 43 1/3
UK: 4 - 9.5
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CROWN TLS

MONARCH TLS

The Queen of Comfort

Runway Style With All Mountain Performance

Description

Key Technology

Description

The Crown will allow you to get in touch with your wild style
while keeping your feet happy and warm. Designed for
charging the whole mountain. The WOMEN´S CLOUD 6
LINER and WOMEN´S DUAL DENSITY FOOTBED provides
pro-level performance, supreme support, and comfort. While
the FLEX LINK DESIGN offers a flex so cozy and comfortable
you will never want to take them off. Let the Nitro Crown be
your everyday “snow-heels”.

Characteristics
EVA OUTSOLE
RUBBER IMPACT PANELS
FLEX LINK DESIGN
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
WOMEN´S CLOUD 6 LINER
ILS LINER LACING
WOMEN´S DUAL DENSITY FOOTBED

Blue

Colors

Black / Buckskin

Putty / Dark
Chocolate

Key Technology

The Monarch is the perfect example of functional fashion,
built for all day support and comfort while charging the
entire mountain and designed to look as good as you do.
Getting in and out of these toasty “snow-pumps” is easier
than ever with our TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM, just pull
up and lock in, it only takes 30 seconds to put both boots
on! Loaded with time proven technology, RUBBER / EVA
OUTSOLE, WOMEN´S CLOUD 3 LINER, and WOMEN´S
ANATOMICAL FOOTBED, to give you a sure foothold,
comfort, and warmth for freestyle progression. Built and
designed for ladies by ladies!

Characteristics

TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM

RUBBER / EVA OUTSOLE
TLS 5 TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
WOMEN´S CLOUD 3 LINER
DLS LINER LACING
WOMEN´S ANATOMICAL FOOTBED

Port / Silver
RESPONSE RATING: 5

Colors

US WOMEN’S: 5.5 - 11
MONDOPOINT: 23.0 - 28.5
EU: 36 - 43 1/3
UK: 4 - 9.5

Black

Chocolate / Warm
Grey

MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES

RESPONSE RATING: 4
US WOMEN’S: 5.5 - 11
MONDOPOINT: 23.0 - 28.5
EU: 36 - 43 1/3
UK: 4 - 9.5
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CUDA / CUDA TLS

FLORA /
FLORA TLS

Spoil Yourself With Comfort

Get in There!

Description

Key Technology

Description

The Cuda offers years of engineered technology to keep you
feet warm, comfortable, and snug at an affordable price.
Whether you are a weekend warrior or you work on the
mountain the new RUBBER OUTSOLE, WOMEN´S CLOUD
1 LINER, and WOMEN´S EVA FOOTBED will keep your
feet happy and warm season after season. The TLS TWIN
LACING SYSTEM allows for record times from the parking lot
to the chair, without having to take your gloves off. Comfort
starts with perfectly fitting, warm, and comfortable feet.

Characteristics
Stone / Chocolate

Colors

Black / Charcoal

NEW RUBBER OUTSOLE
TLS TWIN LACING SYSTEM
MOLDED TLS LACE HANDLES
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
WOMEN´S CLOUD 1 LINER
DLS LINER LACING
WOMEN´S EVA FOOTBED

Key Technology

Step into the Flora and let your inner snowboarder bloom
with the perfect combination of components to give you
that perfect foothold, comfort, and support you need. The
new WOMEN´S INTERLOCK CLOUD LINER prevents heel
slippage and keeps your toes warm and toasty all day long
even on the coldest of days. Take the next step towards good
times and lace up the TLS TWIN LACING SYSTEM with ease.

Characteristics

NEW RUBBER OUTSOLE

NEW TPR OUTSOLE
TLS TWIN LACING SYSTEM
BAIL OUT SYSTEM
NEW INTERLOCK CLOUD LINER
DLS LINER LACING
WOMEN´S EVA FOOTBED

Black / Perry
RESPONSE RATING: 4

Colors

US WOMEN’S: 5.5 - 11
MONDOPOINT: 23.0 - 28.5
EU: 36 - 43 1/3
UK: 4 - 9.5

Grey

Black / Perry
Standard Lacing

NEW INTERLOCK CLOUD LINER

RESPONSE RATING: 4
US WOMEN’S: 5.5 - 11
MONDOPOINT: 23.0 - 28.5
EU: 36 - 43 1/3
UK: 4 - 9.5
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BOOTS OVERVIEW

BOOTS OVERVIEW

Select TLS

Team TLS

Chocolate

Charcoal / Black

Black / Buckskin

Team Standard

Venture TLS Bryan Fox

Crown TLS

Faint TLS

Monarch TLS

MEN´S BOOTS

WOMEN´S BOOTS

El Mejor TLS

Grey / Buckskin

Venture TLS

Black

Army

Black / Buckskin

Black / Blue
Eero Ettala Signature Color

Venture Standard

Anthem TLS

Black

Black / Gold

Grey / Red

Thunder
Standard

Vagabond TLS

Black / Buckskin

Black

Black / Port

Chocolate / Buckskin

Chocolate /
Dark Blue

Slate

Black / Charcoal

Vagabond Standard

Rover QLS

Black

Harvest Gold /
Dark Navy

Port / Silver

Black / Dirty Gold
Jon Kooley Signature Color

Black

Black / Sand

Charcoal / Lime

Black / Sand

Black / Lime

Black / Buckskin

Putty / Dark
Chocolate

Flora TLS

Cuda TLS

Stone / Chocolate

Rover Youth

YOUTH BOOTS

Thunder TLS

Grey / Black /
Orange

Black / Lime

Black / Perry

Blue

Flora Standard

Grey

Black / Perry

Black

Chocolate / Warm
Grey

Port / Silver

